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**Description**

The deep package provides classes for layers, types of neurons and the neural network as a whole.

---

**McCullochPitts-class**

*The McCullochPitts neuron class, that implements the logic of the McCullochPitts neuron model.*

---

**Description**

The McCullochPitts neuron class, that implements the logic of the McCullochPitts neuron model.

**Arguments**

- **inputs**: The actual data to be fed to the neuron, this input’s dimensions vary with the chosen weights dimensions.
- **ins**: The list of vectors of inputs to the first layer in the network
- **outs**: The list of vectors of outputs of the last layer in the network
- **epochs**: How many rounds of training to run
- **tax**: This is the learning rate, aka eta
- **maxErr**: A condition to early stop the training process

**Value**

The computed value using the McCullochPitts model.

Vector of computed values of the same size of the last layer

**Fields**

- **ws**: The matrix of weights that multiply the input vector, it can be a vector, a matrix or an array.
- **bias**: The bias value.
Examples

```r
# Create a dataset
dataset <- iris
dataset$Petal.Length <- NULL
dataset$Petal.Width <- NULL
dataset <- dataset[dataset$Species != "versicolor",]
dataset$Code <- as.integer(dataset$Species == "virginica")
dataset <- dataset[sample(20),]

# Create the neuron
neuron <- mccullochPitts(c(1,1), 1)

# Train the neuron, takes a while
neuron$train(dataset[,c(1,2)], dataset[,c('Species', 'Code', drop=FALSE)], epochs = 10)

# Check the output
neuron$output(c(1,2))

# See accuracy
dataset$Calc <- sapply(1:nrow(dataset), function(x) {
  as.integer(neuron$output(dataset[x,c(1,2)]))
})
length(which(dataset$Code==dataset$Calc))/nrow(dataset)
```

McCullochPittsLayer-class

*The McCullochPittsLayer class, that implements a layer of McCullochPitts neurons.*

Description

The McCullochPittsLayer class, that implements a layer of McCullochPitts neurons.

Arguments

- **input**: The actual data to be fed to the layer, this input’s dimension varies with the chosen network.
- **ins**: The list of vectors of inputs to the first layer in the network.
- **outs**: The list of vectors of outputs of the last layer in the network.
- **epochs**: How many rounds of training to run.
- **tax**: This is the learning rate, aka eta.
- **maxErr**: A condition to early stop the training process.

Value

The computed value using the McCullochPittsLayer model.

Vector of computed values of the same size of the last layer.
NeuralNetwork-class

Fields

- `n` The number of neurons to create in the layer
- `dims` A vector of dimensions of the inputs to the layer
- `neurons` A list with the internal neurons

NeuralNetwork-class

The main NeuralNetwork class, that holds the layers.

Description

The main NeuralNetwork class, that holds the layers.

Fields

- `eta` The learning tax, represents the size of the weight adjustment between each epoch of training.
- `layers` This field is a list of the layers of the network, you can use subsetting to inspect them.

Examples

```r
# Create a dataset
dataset <- iris
dataset$Petal.Length <- NULL
dataset$Petal.Width <- NULL
dataset <- dataset[dataset$Species != "versicolor",]
dataset$Code <- as.integer(dataset$Species == "virginica")
dataset <- dataset[sample(20),]

# Create the network
net <- neuralNet(2, perceptronLayer(1))

# Train the network, takes a while
net$train(dataset[,c(1,2), drop=FALSE], dataset[,"Code", drop=FALSE], epochs = 10)

# Check the output
net$compute(c(1,2))

# See accuracy
net$validationScore(dataset[,c(1,2), drop=FALSE], dataset[,"Code", drop=FALSE])
```
Perceptron-class

The Perceptron neuron class, that implements the logic of the perceptron model.

Description

The Perceptron neuron class, that implements the logic of the perceptron model.

Arguments

- **inputs**: The actual data to be fed to the neuron, this input's dimensions vary with the chosen weights dimensions.
- **ins**: The list of vectors of inputs to the first layer in the network
- **outs**: The list of vectors of outputs of the last layer in the network
- **epochs**: How many rounds of training to run
- **tax**: This is the learning rate, aka eta
- **maxErr**: A condition to early stop the training process

Value

The computed value using the Perceptron model.

- Vector of computed values of the same size of the last layer

Fields

- **ws**: The matrix of weights that multiply the input vector, it can be a vector, a matrix or an array.
- **bias**: The bias value.

Examples

```r
# Create a dataset
dataset <- iris
dataset$Petal.Length <- NULL
dataset$Petal.Width <- NULL
dataset <- dataset[dataset$Species != "versicolor",]
dataset$Code <- as.integer(dataset$Species == "virginica")
dataset <- dataset[sample(20),]

# Create the neuron
neuron <- perceptron(c(1,1), 1)

# Train the neuron, takes a while
neuron$train(dataset[,c(1,2), drop=FALSE], dataset[,"Code", drop=FALSE], epochs = 10)

# Check the output
neuron$output(c(1,2))
```
# See accuracy
dataset$Calc <- sapply(1:nrow(dataset), function(x) neuron$output(dataset[x,c(1,2)]))
length(which(dataset$Code==dataset$Calc))/nrow(dataset)

---

**PerceptronLayer-class**  The PerceptronLayer class, that implements a layer of Perceptron neurons.

---

**Description**

The PerceptronLayer class, that implements a layer of Perceptron neurons.

**Arguments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>input</code></td>
<td>The actual data to be fed to the layer, this input’s dimensions vary with the chosen <code>n</code>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ins</code></td>
<td>The list of vectors of inputs to the first layer in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>outs</code></td>
<td>The list of vectors of outputs of the last layer in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>epochs</code></td>
<td>How many rounds of training to run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>tax</code></td>
<td>This is the learning rate, aka eta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>maxErr</code></td>
<td>A condition to early stop the training process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Value**

The computed value using the Perceptron model.

Vector of computed values of the same size of the last layer

**Fields**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>n</code></td>
<td>The number of neurons to create in the layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>dims</code></td>
<td>A vector of dimensions of the inputs to the layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>neurons</code></td>
<td>A list with the internal neurons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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